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First Night
The first thing I noticed as I pulled into the campus is that it is across the street from
a jail. Hopefully, the escape rate is low. I nimbly pulled my car into the wrong direction in
the parking lot and drove against the diagonal parking looking for a space. I was off to a
good start.
I walked along looking for my classroom. The buildings had seen better days, with
some cracked concrete on the sidewalk and bits of peeling paint here and there. The smell
took me back to my last school days nearly 30 years ago. Why do schools have that school
smell? It was a unique blend of tired buildings and the hint of too many bodies, or something like that. Even the outside walkways had the scent. It wasn’t offensive. It just served
to let me know where I was. An awkward feeling of not belonging walked with me. It was
easy for a 47 year old freshman to feel that way.
I noticed my fellow students as I walked along. I saw a banner with the slogan,
“Appearance,” on it. I thought it gave a kind of post-modern reeducation camp ambiance to
the place. Things were looking up! There I was, in my slacks and Izod, a stranger in a
strange land. I made a mental note to dress down a little the next time I came to school, so
as to blend in a little better. The kids were mostly in jeans, t-shirts, and hoodies. The girls
were wearing those fashionable low cut jeans and reminded me of svelte plumbers. I passed
someone about my own age and was surprised to see it wasn’t an instructor, but another
student.
I found my classroom and picked a seat that was not too dangerously exposed. The
room was brightly lit so I had to be careful. I picked a seat not too close to the front or the
back of the room. A lot can be told about a person by their choice of seats. I wondered how
the students would group themselves. The last time I was in school there were four basic
groups: the Greasers, the Dopers, the Coors Crusaders, and the Straights. The Greasers
wore their hair slicked back and were the best dancers. They were usually gone by the end
of the first quarter, killed by their first encounter with a book. The Dopers, of course, were
the pot smokers. Some of them were brilliant and some not. Mostly they were harmless.
The Coors Crusaders were the beer drinking party animals. The Straights were exactly that
– straight arrow.
The students didn’t arrange themselves in any apparent order at all. I was surprised.
The Instructor came in and the background chatter continued. When he started speaking,
the chatter died away. Now it was time for business. He told us what we were going to do
this quarter and how we were going to get there. He told a story about the old days when
they were still in the temporary buildings. I looked around at the folding tables and maladjusted office chairs in the room and thought this was a temporary building. I didn’t notice
the modern computer projection system in the ceiling until later. I opened my book, which
was the heaviest textbook God ever made. There was at least twenty pounds of book in every
backpack in the room. I thought this class might be tough since it took two hands to hold
the text.
The Instructor continued on. The lecture was clean, not too formal, and only enough
nonsense allowed to keep the high concentration level from becoming too fatiguing. I began
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to relax, even though we were working hard. Time slipped by, and, before I knew it, the
class was winding down and would soon be over. There was a new sinking feeling now, but
it was far more comfortable than the trepidation which had come into the classroom with
me. I realized there was a lot of hard work ahead of me. I had been entertaining the secret
thought that, because of my age and experience, I could bluff my way through the class
without too much effort
The next class was much like the first and I was driving home before I knew it. I had
survived, much to my surprise. It was the end of a day full of surprises.
Classwork, homework, exams, projects, that school smell, vending machine food,
other students, Instructors, and myself converged and flowed like a river through that first
quarter. A river cuts a channel through the earth and changes it. That first quarter cut a
channel through my life, and changed it as well, one pebble at a time. Pebble by pebble, a
new comfort zone was carved by that river. I got to know the other students fairly well and
found a lot of commonality below the superficial diversity. For one thing, we were all there
for the same reason. We wanted more. We wanted better jobs and better lives. Young and
older, richer and poorer, all of us students had witnessed our hopes hitting a wall. We saw
our time at West Central as the way to break down that wall of frustration. We students
knew that without the right letters after our names it would never matter how talented we
were. That common thread made us all fit in. West Central reflected and supported our
needs with a lean and mean curriculum and instruction. There were all of the necessities,
few luxuries, and nothing was allowed to detract from the students’ goals. The focus was
always on the goal, like light through a magnifying glass. Even the banners I thought were
silly were somehow just right. I never did find the cliques that I had been a part of all those
years ago. The students did not have time for that. They were too busy with jobs and family.
I found something new in those old buildings. That first quarter flew by the same
way the first night did. Before I knew it, I was getting ready to start the second quarter at
my home away from home.
Recently, I was finished for the night after that unnatural learning time known as
evening classes. Bone tired, with the contentedness that comes at the end of a successful,
long day, I waved at the deputy sheriff keeping us safe. A glance at the multi-story, brightly
lit jail across the street showed it was still doing a land office business. I wondered if that
jail would have to be so big if more of its inmates had reached for a way to further their
education. It didn’t much matter; the jail was part of the landscape and so was I. As I
walked across the parking lot, I thought about that First Night, and remembered how,
That night was like a hopeful dream,
Colored in Black and Green,
Light were my feet,
On that cracked concrete,
New hopes are West Central’s Theme.
- Joe Spavone
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Ten Years Behind
It’s dark inside of me;
I lay awake at night thinking,
Trying to figure out my purpose in life;
I laugh at people when they talk to me,
Trying to cover up my lost mind.
Too frightened to talk to peopleTen Years Behind.
I wish the world would be bamboozled like me
Lost in a world of perplexity,
While living at home with my mother,
Graduated from a high school of peer pressure,
Ten Years Behind.
Waiting for the perfect life;
I am filled with emptiness
If I had just overcome my weakness
I watch people succeed without me
Ten Years Behind
Now I believe I’m on the right track to life
Maybe my inferiority complex
Will not come upon me leaving me
Ten Years Behind.
Why me? I ask myself;
But I think I can do it.
Here I come world!
Still I am Ten Years Behind,
Though my eyes are looking forward
Ten Years Ahead.

Snow Plow - Sindi McGowan

- Portia Rushin
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School at Thirty-Five
I sit inside a restaurant
with a lovely view of the river.
The patrons talk of jaunts and venturesthey speak loudly to impress the nearest diner.
But I am neither suave nor savvy,
so I turn and reflect in the gardened glass.
My life is full of color,
painted always with another’s preference,
but then, I reaffirm, with no regrets.
Still I must acknowledge, that on the side somewhere
a door is slightly open.
- Carol Canfield
Stan the Man
I see him as then, although it is now:
Speaking to first one, and then another, cow.
To me it was always a great mystery,
How he always knew each one, its personal history.
Usually with a dog, or a grandchild along,
These always seemed to evoke, in his heart a song.
Always the teacher, the counselor and friend;
Helping these he loved, each little hurt to mend.
Down the lane and over the ridge;
Heading toward his own little hand-built bridge;
The old green truck carried many a load,
As past the many milestones of his life he rode.
He surveyed his beloved farm as he strode,
The very same terrain, brave warrors’ abode.
Over the shoals, the rocks, cataracts sound;
All within sight of a purported Indian mound.
First in his life was his God and his church;
His family and friends, never will his memory besmirch.
A man of many sorrows, much as his Saviour,
After whom he patterned, both his life and behavior.
Though fire and death, often left him bereft,
In the Rock of Ages, he always found his cleft.
In which to hide, his solace to renew.
In these times of need, he seemed to know just what to do.
- John W. Ridley
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Nashville Sound
Country music people go to Nashville with hopes and dreams,
But it’s not as easy as it seems.
They go there with hopes of being a big star in their mind
But for that just right listener, it is so hard to find
A songwriter’s got his dreams in his briefcase
For no one to listen seems such a waste.
Oh, Nashville. I’m Nashville bound.
I want to be part of that Nashville sound.
You walk to each publisher’s place
Not knowing who you’ll meet face to face
You present them with what you call a No. 1 song,
But then they begin to tell you where you went wrong.
Now you wonder if there’s truth in what they say
For you hadn’t planned for it to turn out that way.
Oh, Nashville. I’m Nashville bound.
I want to be part of that Nashville sound.
So, you keep on striving and pushing too
Not wanting to give up after what you’ve been through.
It’s harder than most people realize
But we hope, dream and fantasize.
So, I’ll just keep hangin’ around
I want to be part of that Nashville sound.
- Nancy Glaze

Horse - Melody Faber
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Untitled
By Newton’s laws … pulled to the ground
By only the flesh are we bound
The mind’s eye forever wanders
Endless questions minds do ponder
Why this binding cloak should keep me from my dreams
Reflectively tied to myself … or so it seems
Where be this endless thread
That joins the mind to the head
Some sinister cord, a chain … no doubt
To guide the flesh upon its route
Hanging on by a thread … can be such a chore
The borders of my mind … I breach at the door
Distant worlds created here to …
Reside within me to wander anew
- Angelia Hall

Untitled
- Charles Malin
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Intertwined
As I sit in class each week, I am surrounded by interesting people. Looking around the
room, my gaze falls on two men that sit in the back of the class. These men had good jobs
until their company closed. Beside me is a single mother. She is trying to improve the
quality of life for her children and for herself. I have also befriended a young lady fresh out
of high school. Her future is still a mystery waiting to be revealed to her. Me? I’ve returned
to school to rediscover what I thought were lost dreams. In addition to attending class,
many students like me also have families. We have bills to pay and a host of obligations to
fulfill. Our lives are so different, yet they are so intertwined. Each week, we all come to
class for our own reasons, but we have a united goal – to make better lives! I find that
interesting beyond belief!
- Angie Harper

Left Hand with Pencil - Eddie Gore
Textbook
You are only a textbook,
But of what are you made?
Because I brought you to the register,
And you took all of my financial aid!
Tuition is not the problem,
Nor are the student activity fees.
My problems seem to stem from,
Two things made from trees!
- Carrie A. Briere
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Faculty is Great
Finally, it is here, the day I have been anticipating
Accumulating stacks of notes for all the tests we are taking
Calculating our grades, not just to get an A
Understanding we must comprehend the proper ways and techniques
Learning a dental hygienist must know more than how to “scrape teeth”
Thanks to the faculty, we know the client’s overall health is our concern
Yearning to be the best, trained to practice work ethics
Instilled in us from day one, the faculty does not want to limit
Students’ minds, intense time spent learning what a patient may present in preclinic
Graded on x-rays, may make a mistake on the mannequins
Retake practice shots on it – get it right the first time on humans
Excel in techniques like Bisecting & Parallel
Adapt to changes in class schedules with a smile
The faculty has to be great to go all these extra miles
- Kyle Johnson

The Student Evolved, Learning Will Change - Bianca DeVerney
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Gettin’ Religion Southern Style
I was about seven years of old at this particular time, having just about completed my
first year of formal school, when a particular occurrence concerning a great aunt happened
that occasionally worked its way into my consciousness over the years. I always tried to
keep a finger on the pulse of the family, and to understand whatever was happening in the
lives of my kinfolks, and I suspect that I was always just a little bit nosey, as I was often
accused of possessing this character trait. At any rate, I might have been more than a little
curious at times and took pains to get close to the source of any new information which
might be shared in a confidential manner with persons other than myself. This often enabled me to hear and to interpret things not intended for my ears in my own childish way. I
didn’t always understand everything I heard, and sometimes misinterpreted it, but the
events of this late morning are etched in my memory, and make me at least in part the
person I am today.
Due to my early age, and my wont to get in the way or out of the way when work was
to be done, I was thoughtlessly shuffling around the dust yard this morning. Usually there
were a few chickens who had escaped being the main spectacle on our dinner table scratching about, but today all was still. In the style of the south, the house was composed of
boards which had never become acquainted with a loaded paint brush and the grains of the
boards stood out like poorly-healed sutures. The sandy alluvium washed from the nearby
road puffed up around my bare feet and seemed to also stunt or discourage any sort of
growth around the barren yard. It was even cleaner and smoother than usual, as Granny
had swept it with a large leafy limb just the day before, but some doodle bugs had already
repaired the damage done by the makeshift broom, and jackworm holes again abounded.
I was surprised to see PaPa, Granny’s husband, approaching the house before the sun
was straight overhead. Since I didn’t want to be blamed for their famished condition, and as
a response to possibly be given even more onerous chores to do, I sort of hid out behind the
smokehouse, waiting for dinner. So, for some reason, even though it wasn’t quite
dinnertime, he had quit the cornfield a little earlier than usual. He apparently had decided
to make his efforts a little more efficient by putting a bigger scrape on the scooter stock he
was using to plow the corn. Nearing the barn, he passed the hogpen and realized that he
had forgotten to slop the hogs before going to the cornfield that morning. As he passed
them, the hogs sonorously reminded him of this fact, in a hog’s inimitable way.
He knew that by now the slop bucket would be full-to-overflowing and “MaMa”
would be frettin’about the smell of it. Being rather frugal since she had endured “The Great
Depression,” she hated to see good ‘slops’ going to waste and she for sure didn’t like the
stench created by the multiplying organisms enjoying the environment within the slop
bucket. Not to mention the pesky flies, as they seemed to walk more heavily on the human
skin just before a rain storm generated by the sultry heat roared in. MaMa always allowed
that the Lord created flies to keep mankind humble and to give mules and cows something
to do with their otherwise useless tails. She almost never wasted an opportunity to remind
PaPa that most of the neighbors already had screens on both their doors and windows.
PaPa always ended this conversation with the observation that screens were a luxury that
they could better do without than afford.
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Anyhow, the slop bucket, which sat on a raised platform placed conveniently just
outside the unscreened kitchen window was, indeed, overflowing, or mighty near so. It
contained the dirty dishwater and scrap-leftovers from the last three meals. And there were
always a couple of hoecakes made of cornbread which MaMa would crumble into the slop.
MaMa considered it her duty to always cook extra cornbread and peas or beans in case
unexpected company should show up, although it seldom did.
To further confuse some of you who might be confused about the term “slop bucket,”
there is also a “slop jar.” The functions of these two are quite different. The slop bucket, as
described, contained leftover food mixed with dishwater, and the slop jar sat just as conveniently located as the slop bucket, just under the bed rather than outside the kitchen window. Most of the homes in this region had no indoor plumbing, so these slop jars served a
very useful and necessary purpose particularly on cold winter nights, but it did require that
they be surreptitiously emptied before daylight in an out-of-the-way place.
Well, just about the time PaPa was reaching for the slop bucket, Aunt Beulah was
stirring the pots on the wood-burning stove. It is the custom in the South that close relatives who have fallen on hard times, are unmarried, or have somehow earned the disrespect
of the neighbors or family, or a combination of the three, will “move in” with another relative for sometimes a protracted period of time. Aunt Beulah had suffered all of the problems just listed, and was now living in the crowded family of my MaMa and PaPa.
‘Aunt’ Beulah was on the evening side of forty years of age now, and was not able to
choose from among her admirers as she had once been able to do in her prime. She was a
buxom and often profane woman, but she was thought of to be ‘good-hearted,’ which in
Southern vernacular was equivalent to, ‘bless his heart!’ The label of being ‘good-hearted’ is
applied to many in the South, referring to the fact that the person possesses a few undesirable character traits, but does occasionally show his or her ‘good side.’ Many had desired to
see her ‘get religion,’ but she had thus far spurned the message of salvation, and many
whispered that she might be doomed by having blasphemed against the Holy Ghost. For
surely, the prayers of so many saints had to have been heard, causing the conviction of her
sins, which she was sure to be ignoring. Her immediate family, including her father with
whom she now currently resided after having been cast from her brother’s house for both
specified and unspecified sins, longed to see or hear evidence of some sort of repentance and
redemption.
It was this constant desire for some evidence of ‘conviction’ for her sins that led to
this incident which was to be repeated throughout the rural community for some time after
its occurrence. As her father neared the house, all the windows were open, in an effort to
dispel the stale, heated air in the house which was almost unbearable in this early but still
sultry spring weather. Aunt Beulah had been complaining long and hard about the heat to
either herself or any other audience which she could assemble about her. She particularly
deplored the lot of women upon whose shoulders the responsibility of making everyone
happy in addition to cooking for an entire work crew fell.
Although it was just past mid-Spring, the temperature was already in the 90’s, and in
a kitchen with a well-stoked wood burning stove, the ambient temperature of this kitchen
was several degrees hotter than the outside.
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Aunt Beulah was “earning her keep” by stirring a large pot of beans, while sweating
profusely. By leaning over the pot, she was further seasoning and enriching the already
salty mixture with her perspiration. Her misery was probably also compounded by certain
acts of intemperance the night before, when she had slipped away to a well-known farm
where a private but illegal enterprise was flourishing. This combination of weather, intemperance, and general disgust with how her once-promising life had escaped, caused her to
announce loudly, “Jesus Christ, it’s hot as Hell!”
But PaPa’s aging, hairy ears had misinterpreted her statement. He had grown more
saintly as the years advanced, and had little tolerance for those who practiced what he had
been known to practice in his earlier years. He distinctly heard Aunt Beulah plead, “Jesus
Christ, save me from Hell!” Well, he was right on the spot overcome and filled with the Holy
Spirit. He dropped to his knees and, bowing until his furrowed forehead rested on the bail
of the slop bucket, he commenced to praise the Lord. He gave thanks and sent up a prayer
the likes of which the Lord had not heard since Moses and the Red Sea incident.
Hearing the commotion, Aunt Beulah glanced out the window beyond the slop
bucket stand. She misunderstood what she was seeing just as much as PaPa misunderstood
what she had said. She thought aloud, “It looks like the old fool’s trying to drink outen the
slop bucket. Well, it don’t surprise me none. He’s been acting a little addled lately. They
ain’t no telling what that damned old fool’s gonna do next.” With that observation regarding the situation, she turned back to stirring and seasoning the pot and cussing the heat.
Not mentioning the incident while he ate dinner, PaPa hastened through his tasks with a
renewed gladness in his heart, vowing to talk with the preacher that very evening when he
was able to quit the fields for the day.
PaPa’s mission was accomplished that very evening, and the preacher incorporated
this life-changing example of a vile sinner who had turned from her years of wickedness into
his sermon within two weeks of being told of Aunt Beulah’s repentance. In the Southern
way, Preacher Lackbank’s nasal, gasping intonations droned on for quite a period of time on
the hot Sunday morning about the recalcitrant sinners who were never moved to confess
their multitude of sins. He then exploded into a thunderous condemnation, attempting to
mimic in his own interpretation of God’s awe-inspiring voice, as he condemned numerous
deserving souls to eternal damnation. Then he dramatically softened his voice to tell of the
women who, during their trials of caring for a family, asked the Lord to save her from eternal damnation while she was yet working in the most mundane of domestic chores. He
believed that the women who lived a pious life while doing their daily chores, were often
more instrumental in the deliverance of those about them by their good example than those
occupying many other more public and impressive and well-publicized professions. He then
proceeded to tell of the example of an unnamed relative of one of his parishioners who had
done just that very recently, finding salvation while working in the kitchen, as evidenced by
her openly ‘Seeking the Lord.’
But owing to her outward behavior over the next few weeks of time, when ‘Aunt
Beulah’ went ‘to town,’ it was generally assumed by most who had heard that sermon and
had assigned it to ‘Aunt Beulah’ that she had ‘backslidden.’ Many men with whom she had
conducted private business transactions were hoping that she had backslidden and wouldn’t
11

find it necessary to publicly ‘confess’ her sin among God and man, lest they should also
become subject to ruinous rumors about the small community, where everybody was somebody.
Her long-suffering father, learning of her return to her previous activities, sighed and
hoped for a revival with a good evangelist to come and set up his tent, a well-known entity
which had set many on the right path in the South. Surely, this might lure ‘Aunt’ Beulah
back to the straight and narrow path one more time, and maybe for good the next time.
- John W. Ridley

Untitled - Ashley Smithwick
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Types of Success
People define success in many different ways: however, these definitions can be divided
into three categories. First, some people define success by their material possessions. These
people often gain their satisfaction from having a beautiful home, a shiny car, and expensive
clothes. Some will even accumulate unnecessary debt in order to have these possessions.
While it is fine for people to have such possessions when they can afford them, some people
feel that material possessions are the true measure of their success. A second category
involves one’s job and social status. People often feel superior due to having high-paying
jobs, especially those that require extensive education; likewise, some people place a lot of
value on how they are socially accepted. To them, social acceptance defines success. The
final category is often overlooked, yet it requires no wealth, job, or social standing and can
be achieved by anyone. This category is simply being a good person and loving others. It is
defined by the way a person lives his life and by what others think of the person he truly is.
The real measurement of this category is determined by what a person makes of the resources life deals him. The people in this category know that no person is superior to another, and they live each day to be the best person they can be. At the end of their life, the
people who are truly successful can say that they loved dearly, made the most of what they
had, regardless of how great or small, and strived to be the best person possible. The people
they leave behind will know that their loved one was successful in the most important of all
ways.
- Tracy Morrison

Enlightenment at Gunpoint
one day when you least expect it
life will hold a gun to your head
your soul will leap up from its slumber
as though aroused by sirens in the night
a searing flash of fear will limn
the gloom where furtive shadows lurk
ready or not, you will be assaulted
by some fate you never dreamt of
in your featherbed of yesterdays
demands will be made
you will scramble to meet
desperately hoping to still
the hand that holds the trigger
violently life will seize you
and as you fix your gaze upon
its brute, arresting face
you will be astounded by its truth
- Alison Payne
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My Final Do
When I’ve done my final do
Said my last goodbyes
I want you to know
I am peaceful inside
I worry about you though
Just remember what you done
Please don’t hoop and holler and faint
By all means don’t cry
Instead ask yourself
Did I do what I could?
To lighten her load
Was I there when she needed me?
Did I support her in anyway possible?
Was love ever given to her?
Did I acknowledge her being?
Wonder did I ever
Insult her intelligence
Her right to exist
Inflict any cruelty
Pit brothers against sisters
Cease biological love from mother
Enable her to grow
Say one time
I am proud of you
When she did the best she could do
Did I exhibit evil against her?
Or allow jealousy to come into play
Did I act like she wasn’t there?
Did I say I was wrong sometimes?
Or I’m sorry at anytime
Did I consciously separate her children from her care?
Tell a judge she was unfit
Tell her I have always been against her
Tell her I know she loved her children
Say naturally they love her too
Wonder how her children would be
If I hadn’t lied to the judge
And she raised them herself
14

Did I ever want her children to be successful?
Most of all did I want her to be successful?
Naw, I started that
The part about her not being responsible for what she did
Forgot to mention she was never crazy either
Or she shouldn’t have been locked in a closet for hours scared
Don’t believe I told her yes incest is a sin
But we protect our kin
Well we said our goodbyes don’t want you to cry
Just remember what you done
When I’ve done my final do
Said my last goodbyes
I want you to know
I am peaceful inside
But I worry about you
- June Watson

Of Leaves and Memories
In my field a tree of love once grew
Clothed in leaves so green
Its buds and blossoms flirted with the sun
Its branches caressed the blue veiled heavens
Now all the leaves but one
Have fallen gently on the ground
Yet one quivering leaf clings on
Though fall it must upon earth’s breast
Though fall it must upon earth’s breast
Every leaf a memory of a past
Every fall a gentle slumber
Now if it folds its weary branches to sleep
And leafless would I be
Then life in me is through
When my tree shall cloth itself in leaves again
And bloom to life in springtime
It’s not for me to know
It’s not for me to say.
- Frederico C. Luague
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Nothing Converges
Six drops of water dripping,
As time’s foot goes slipping,
Converge and form a stream.
Six black dog thoughts dripping,
Mental newspaper clipping,
Converge and form a dream.
And dreams do come,
To my continuum,
Morning star illusion,
Alludes to the confusion,
That I feel late at night,
When the moon on the trees,
Makes a color so bright.
Since reality,
Is just a dream to me,
I’ve turned to nothing,
And found a lot to see.
For, in nothing’s black hole,
Darker than coal,
There’s no malice,
No intrigue at the palace,
No hints or insinuations,
No midnight allegations,
Nothing to harm the soul.
Six drops of water dripping,
The fabric of nothing ripping,
Converge and find a shoal.
- Joe Spavone

Dream Horse - Miranda Martin
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Daughter
I am a history of many women
Stories that my mothers have sewn
Warriors, hunters, mothers, healers
My heroes whom I have never known
In my reflection are many faces
Many lives etched into my genetic code
My feet have taken me to distant places
Through their eyes have these lands been shown
My arms have nurtured children
My hips have swayed to drums
My herbs have healed sick men
Marked by Death’s cruel thumb
My cries have reached the Gods
Inhabiting the endless canopy
Hoping to bestow their favor upon my odds
To quench my karmic misery
Within the memories handed down
I live in the hopes of the women before me
Nourishing the roses; resting in the ground
In them; it is me whom I have found
- Carol Vega

Gates - Sindi McGowan
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Untitled
As a Tennessee law enforcement officer for the Lincoln County Sheriff’s Department,
in 1997, I gained some great street experience that would help me during a call I received on
a summer night in 1998. During that time, I became good friends with my sergeant, Jeff
Bradford. As shift leader, Jeff Bradford, was easy going and never got excited about anything.
During a late night of not doing much of anything, my sergeant and I, sitting in a
parking lot talking, received a 911 hang up that most of the time dispatch would not send
out several officers on. That night was different. As Jeff advised dispatch, ‘en route,’ I asked
him if he would like some assistance. He stated whatever and that it’s usually just some kids
playing on the phone. As we pulled away headed toward the call, I got an uneasy feeling
about this 911 hang up. Once we arrived on the scene and as we exited our patrol cars, the
house was very dark, quite, and still. Then as we entered the garage area, we noticed a man
hiding in a dark spot approaching us with a very large caliber pistol. As soon as I saw the
weapon, I advised my sergeant to take cover. As we took cover, I ran back to my patrol car.
Once I reached my vehicle, I opened the driver’s side door and proceeded to shine the spot
light in his direction so that I would have the advantage of him not being able to see me
because of the bright light. As I stood there behind the car door, I began to talk to the subject and ask what I could do to help, while he continued to say he wanted to die and that if I
did not turn the spot light off he would turn it off for me. As for the ten to fifteen minutes
that it seemed to be just me and him, it felt like an eternity. Probably the worst position I
had ever been in, I remember thinking that at any time that I might have to kill this man
and live with this for the rest of my life.
As I look back and think about the process, I have realized several times that I had
prepared myself to do that. It’s a feeling I hope I never feel again when I am comfortable
and prepared to take someone else’s life. But as the night went by, our negotiator finally got
him to surrender his weapon and give himself up which gave a big sigh of relief for the
whole department.
- Rodney Callahan
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Spike - Suzie Meder
My Furry Friend
Dedicated to Dr. Douglas
He’s furry, he’s feared;
He scurries, we’re near;
He tunnels his way
Through mortar & brick;
We shriek, we scream
We hope we won’t get sick
He can flatten right down
To a quarter of an inch
While everyone is prepared
With a broom to lynch
He’s here, he’s there
Quickly out of sight;
We sleep with one eye open
throughout the night
- R2
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A Restless, Self-searching Night
There are many nights that I keep myself awake dwelling on my past, trying to predict the
future. This over-thinking can almost push me to the brink of insanity. I wonder to myself,
does everyone go through this? During this moment I question if my knowledge is a fit or a
curse. I suppose it can be either one or both. Many people find refuge by confiding in someone else to feed them their opinions and are satisfied, never seeking their own inner power
of knowledge. By doing this, they make themselves weak and powerless because knowledge
is power. This almost makes me believe that knowledge is a gift, but then I question once
again. If this gift is abused, then does it become a curse? I have a memory of taking advantage of some else’s ignorance to benefit myself instead of enlightening him. I realize I had no
reason to do this. This man had never does any wrong to me. In fact, he had always done
his best to help me. I returned his kindness with selfishness and greed. In this moment, I
felt evil and disgusted with myself. In my conclusion I find that knowledge is power, but
knowledge of the difference between good and evil is greatness.
- Justin Simpson

Untitled Portrait #1 - Marcus Callaway
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Dear God
Dear God:
Help me make it through my classes with grades of A’s.
Help me realize that studying hard really pays.
Show me how to listen, take notes and learn
So that good grades is what I will earn.
When I reach the end of all my classes
And see my grades to all be passes,
I’ll know that I’ve gone that extra mile
To get the grades that will bring a smile.
I am not too good at writing verse,
But if it keeps my grade from getting worse.
I’ll try my luck at being a poet
So my grades will really show it.
Thank you, God for all I have learned
And for the grades I have earned.
To do my best is what I pray
So I can someday earn better pay.
- Nicole Busbee

Beginning
Know me, know me not
In a room of mazes, show me
guidance amongst puzzling circumstancesin utter amazement, as watching a seedling
establishing growth – how long before a bloom.
Knowledge
A world all its own, yet reaching those outside.
Come grow beyond heights unknown. There
Sharing purpose for those who reach in.
The Library
For many, unknown territory; others, aware of
greatness in seeking its resources.
- Mary Lou Robinson
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My Life in America
My name is Jimmy. It is probably necessary to say that “Jimmy” isn’t my original name.
My father still calls me “Has,” pronounced like the word “how.”
I was born in a small town in Vietnam during the war time. The destruction of the war
and depression after it affected my family tremendously. My father was a high-ranking
officer in the South Vietnamese army. Like many of his comrades in arms, he has been
locked up for ten years in Communist prisons.
Fortunately, because he is a political prisoner, my family was granted permission to
come to the United States. In May 1990, my family settled in the small, peaceful city called
Ithaca, New York. We were relieved and eager to start our new lives in America. I was 24
years old at that time, and I was ambitious to make money and obtain as much English as I
could in a short time. Therefore, I went to ESL classes in the morning, worked second shift
in a laundry company, and exerted my remaining energy in a Chinese restaurant on the
weekends. This routine amazingly lasted about two years.
In summer of 1992, I attended my cousin’s wedding party in New York City. The splendor of this world-famous city attracted me immediately. Two weeks later, I decided on my
new venture. With a little savings, I shared one bedroom in an apartment in Queens. I
worked in jewelry manufacturing, and on Saturday I joined the staff in a Vietnamese noodle
restaurant. After it revealed the head waiter stole money from the tip box, I quit the waiter
job. I enrolled in a printing trade school evening class. Accomplished as an offset press
operator, I found a good job in a T-shirt printing factory.
In spring 1994, I had a grand opening of my own tiny gift shop in Manhattan. Actually, I
only printed T-shirts and umbrellas. Because I designed and printed the shirts by myself,
the business was very lucrative. In August 1991, I even expanded my store to a bigger space
and hired a Mexican for help. His name was Lopez, and that is all I knew about him. Neither of us spoke much English, but we got along very well. Once, I went back to celebrate
Vietnamese New Year with my family. Instead of closing the store for a few days, I let my
dear friend Lopez run the store. When I came back, Lopez and everything in my shop had
disappeared – he caused me an unforgettable loss.
In summer 1996, my older brother bought a nice, big home in Gwinnett, near Atlanta.
My whole family excitedly unified again in the South. Of course, by now I wasn’t hesitant to
get away from New York City. With the booming of the “nail shop” business in Georgia, I
became a manicurist and soon with the support of my family, owned three luxury Nail and
Tanning Salons. However, in a moment of depression and stupidity, I made a terrible
mistake that caused me to make huge restitution by serving time in the state prison.
Success and failure have a very fine line in between. I, remorsefully, broke that line. I
will do my best in every moment for the rest of my life to make it up, and in this circumstance, I will devote time to improving my English and planning my future.
- Jimmy K
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False Appearances
To all others she appears to be fine,
She laughs and smiles all the time.
Everything seems perfect.
She performs so well,
Yet deep in her heart is an emotional hell.
Inside lies the little girl she never got to be,
From years of abuse no one else could see.
And she says to herself, “If I can just fool everyone,
No one needs to know.”
But some days the hurt is so strong
She must grit her teeth just to carry on.
If her soul were a two-way mirror, you would see
True grief where a smile used to be.
And if you read the small inscription
On the mirror as you draw near.
You would see it explains
“Things aren’t always as they appear.”
- Tracy Morrison
Situations Never Change, Only People
Just another song on the old tired radio
Yeah the one about the lovers
While one wants to stay
The other wants to go
Don’t know anything
Now I question everything
And all I know is
Sometimes it just hurts
Ahh… I remember
God it seems so long ago
From where we used to stray
Learned not to regret what I said
But the many things I didn’t say
And situations they never change
Oh yeah my love, only people
I see you, you see me
Or so we believe
Deluded as could be
Here’s to you
I give this to
- Myles Hurtt
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Seniors
They stared with their shiny faces
Some young, some old;
They all had their story
Some untold
They answered “yes, ma’am”
To questions put forth;
Something people aren’t used to,
Especially from the north
They were eager and willing
Ready to succeed;
Not yet feeling confident and competent,
But ready to please
“this is our instructor”
Introductions began;
She’ll check your teeth
As fast as she can
From August to April
They learned quite a bit;
I believed they were ready
For the national boards to sit
SRTA would be next,
A board patient they’ll get;
Scale off accretions
Polish, your set!
Bring in the examiners
My fortune to tell;
If I’ve missed any blasted calculus
I will start to yell!
- R2

Billie Holiday - Carol Vega
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Flux
The ancient Greek philosopher, Heraclites, once stated that it is not possible for a
man to step into the same river twice. By this he meant to say that although there is a seemingly apparent permanence in many objects in this world, in reality all things are in constant
change. E.B. White, in his essay “Once More to the Lake,” observes this same paradox of
continuity and change.
From the first morning that White returns to the lake that he had so often visited as a
child, he is struck by its sense of timelessness, especially in the activities at the lake. His son
wakes up early in the morning and quietly sneaks out to canoe along the shore just as he had
done as a boy. So poignant is this act of his son that White writes that he feels as if “by
simple transposition, that I was my father” (176). Later that same morning as father and
son go on their ritual fishing expedition, White notices the familiar dragonfly on top of his
bait can. “It was the arrival of this fly that convinced me beyond any doubt that everything
was as it always had been, that the years were mirages and there had been no years” (1767).
Other activities also remind White of the timelessness of life at the lake. The sight of
a person bathing in the lake reinforces it. He writes, “Over the years there had been this
person with the cake of soap, this cultist, and here he was. There had been no years” (177).
There is the long trek, past the same tennis courts, from the lake camp to the farmhouse for
dinner, and there is the same choice of pie served by the typical fifteen year old waitress.
Both are hauntingly familiar. The ritual of his son learning to achieve mastery over a motor
boat likewise resonates with similarity for White. The jubilant rain soaked children, who
play in the lake after a thunderstorm, also demonstrate this sense of timelessness for White.
Most of all the physical sensations produced at the lake convey a sense of the permanence of life at the lake for White. The smell of the lumber in the cottages and the scent of
the wet woods surrounding them are just the same as they were. The feel of “damp moss
covering the worms in the bait can” (177) likewise remains a constant. The sights of the lake
from within the fishing boat are locked in time, according to White. “The small waves were
the same, […], and the boat was the same boat, the same color green […]” (177). There are
the shallows, the water soaked sticks protruding from the lake, and the schools of minnows.
They are all exactly as they had been. The sights inside the store at the lake are frozen in
time too. There are “the minnows in a bottle, the plugs and spinners disarranged and
pawed over by the youngsters from the boys’ camp, the fig newtons and the Beeman’s gum”
(179). Finally, there are the sights and sounds of the afternoon thunderstorm which are
“like the revival of an old melodrama that I had seen long ago with childish awe” (180). All
of these contribute to the sense of constancy.
Yet, White is also aware of the subtle and the not so subtle changes at the lake. The
road to the farmhouse now is “only a two-tracked road” (177). The middle track, where the
horses used to travel, is gone. Gone too are the horse drawn wagon rides from the railroad
station to the camp. The excitement of one’s arrival at camp is replaced by automobiles
sneaking unobtrusively into camp. The peaceful and familiar sounds of the lake are now
often disturbed by the “petulant, irritable sound” (10) of outboard motor boats. Their sound
replaces the sedative purr of the twin-cylinder, inboard, motor boats of his generation.
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Even the familiar store at the lake has changed a little. Inside, “there was more Coca-Cola
and not so much Moxie and root beer and birch beer and sarsaparilla” (179).
However, it is as White watches his son pull on his cold, soggy, bathing trunks after a
typical afternoon thunderstorm that the illusion of the timelessness of life at the lake is
shattered. As White watches his naked, skinny, young son pull his soggy, cold, bathing suit
on “up around his vitals” (180); he suddenly feels in his own groin “the chill of death” (180).
It is at this moment that White realizes how much he has changed, and he feels his own
mortality. Here too the illusion of the timeless lake of his childhood begins to be totally
apparent, for not only has he changed greatly over time, but the world of his childhood at
the lake is indeed gone. The seemingly perpetual constancy of the lake has changed subtly
over time. White now knows, as did Heraclites, that even the most obviously permanent
objects and realities in our world are constantly changing and in flux.
Work Cited
White, Elwyn Brooks. “Once More to the Lake.”
Patterns for College Writing. Ed. Laurie G. Kirszner and Stephen R. Mandell. 9th ed.
Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2004. 175-180.
- James Korzun

Perfect Friend
Sunshine always, never waiting
Blessed smile never fading
Laughter easily breaching her lips
Leaving port like sailing ships
Helpful hands, a great example
Love and care, more than ample
Never asking in selfish turn
Rarely seeking for what she yearns
Words of kindness, never rare
Hardly in the the devil’s snare
Graceful mind and mercy of soul
Gentle as a newborn foal.
Friend to all, and all to friends
Her will to love never bends
To my good friend who is so kind
Who helps us all our hearts…..to find
- Jim Winchester
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Those Eyes
When I look into those eyes, I see my future.
And when they smile, it’s bright and clear.
They sometimes sparkle and shine.
They can see this soul of mine.
When I look into those eyes, at times they are confused.
I feel in my heart
They’ll show disappointment
When I sometimes fall apart.
When I look into those eyes, I also see the past,
The good and the bad
A love they said would not last.
When I look into those eyes, I see honesty,
Sincerity and clarity
I see intelligence and kindness.
When I look into those eyes I see compassion, love, and care,
I see excitement and laughter, which often are there
All these are living proof of good character.
So thank you, God, for letting it be me
Whose future you’ve chosen those eyes to see.
- Brenda Wilson

Telishan Morgans Logo - Melody Faber
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The Toilet
With all apologies to Mr. Poe…
Once upon a day quite eerie, while I labored as if to query,
What could be done to relieve the fair maidens’ woe.
While I wondered, nearly fainting, ill at ease from contemplating,
Suddenly there came a tapping, as if some one was rapping, rapping at my office door.
“’Tis a visitor “I muttered, “tapping at my office door;
Only this and nothing more.”
Ah, distinctly I remember, it was in bleak December,
When my eyes beheld the student perceptions of fabled lore.
Eagerly I wished the morrow: vainly I had sought to borrow
From the data of sorrow, sorrow which emitted from that bathroom door.
For all the rare and radiant maidens whom had traversed that bathroom door.
Nameless here forevermore.
And there that day it was decided, time had come to cease the hiding,
Hidding from the problem lying just beyond yon chamber door.
I would call, “Brave craftsmen gather!” “Take up your tools and charge the creature
just beyond that horrid door”.
“We will!” they cried “Fear nothing more.”
And entered they, that chamber door.
With vengeful weapons, they attacked it. The fervent vigor, no man lacked it.
The Beast would surely fall behind that chamber door.
For the whole of May they waged the battle. Through June and July their weapons rattled,
as they engaged the monster behind the chamber door.
“Soon” said I, “the battle shall cease and peace will reign forevermore.”
as craftsmen all took leave of that chamber door.
With wild abandon I did entered. Most certain the beast twas splintered,
accolades would be mine forever more.
Grasping now with trembling hand, I pressed down the coil of sliver band;
the band to loose the water evermore.
Sadly my head did shake. Weakly my body did quake at the sound that mosters make.
Bubbling thus and nothing more.
Grimly I engaged it full. Pushing vainly, then to pull
The silver coil which stood ‘tween utopia and sadness full
Behind that chamber door.
“Flush damn you!’ I cried, “Flush!” I screamed as I kicked the side
of the monster lying just behind that chamber door.
Spoke the Toilet, “Nevermore.”
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“Prophet!” I said, “thing of evil—prophet still, if pot or devil!
By that heaven that bends above us and the rest we all adore—
Tell this soul with sorrow laden how may I face the maidens seeking entrance through this
chamber door?
Speak to me of repose sweet not with water at my feet covering the bathroom floor…….
Quote the Toilet, “Nevermore.”
- Phil Carter

Night - Christen Benefield
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John the Father, John the Son
a Eulogy
as intricate and bright
as the patchwork quilt
great-grandmother made
to warm her family’s nights
or as a choir of many voices
this polyphonic nation is
color, texture, pattern, piece
so different each by each
yet indivisible
in grief
all the post-war births
that blew the census off the chart
now plucking out the random grays
and creaking at the knees
we hear the great clock sounding out
the toll of finite days
chiming our laments
in synchronicity
the single shared experience
none of us forget, nor pain
the place we were the time
we heard our President
was slain
the chill of disbelief
that robbed a nation of its youth
just as surely as the golden boy
who played beneath
the vaulted desk
was robbed a father
and then written into myth
why do we weep
except we see the sweep of time
and feel the awful loss
that even princesses and regal boys
cannot stop the passage ‘cross
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if only we could count
the moments of our lives
from worst to best
a panorama of such magnitude
that we could count ourselves
among the blessed
if only we could wake each day
believing we won’t fly away
to destination’s end
where little boys call out
to fathers so long gone
that all they ever hear again
is the distant wind
in a seashell’s song
- Alison Payne

Letter from Birmingham Jail - Ainsley Summerville
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Bride - Miranda Martin
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A Dental Hygienist
A dental hygienist comes from a far away land
Where toothbrushes and toothpaste walk holding hands
Dental hygienists are breed by a race of educators
And fed the food of motivators
What is a Hygienist you might ask
Why it’s those cool people in their scrubs and mask
They are so nice they are so sweet
Those great people, they clean your teeth
They go out in public and spread the word
They got great flossing skills haven’t you heard
To promote oral health, the latest fad
Because a hurting mouth feels really bad
Gorgeous white teeth will always be in style
You better take care of them so they’ll last a while
Cleaning isn’t the whole story, this is true
There is a lot more involved in a hygienist taking care of you
A Hygienist is like a teacher, a parent, even a friend
Which are a few ingredients in being a high-class clinician
Visit your hygienist friends twice a year
They care about you, so have nothing to fear
A hygienist isn’t just a job to do; they are someone special to be
The main goal of a hygienist is that you are happy and healthy
- Jessica Headstream
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Squamata Reptilia Serpentes
deep in the cortex
an itch begins
that gripes you more
than the itch you get
in the unreachable center of your back
and you begin to squirm with restiveness
you might butt your head against a tree
like a young stag with his budding antlers
that chafe against their cap of velvet skin
you might flee naked from your home
like a crescive hermit crab decamps
to commandeer a bigger shell
or like a snake you’ll strain against
the scaly corset of your skin
until you feel the laces give
and you come gliding out ungirded
mindless of the hull you leave behind
deep in the core of your reptilian brain
an itch begins
you shed your past
and then you grow
- Alison Payne
Count Me In
The road of solution is a long and bumpy road
hardly an end in sight
Don’t travel it alone
It will be alright.
Call on me to help
to ease your heavy load
that is what friends are for
to help you down your road.
Teamwork is more than one
Helping all to achieve
All that matters is to give
Not who receives.
- Cindy Greenleaf
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Changing Paths
To determine life’s work
Will take a plan;
Follow in the family’s footsteps
To become a man
Who toils in the local mill
From dawn until dark;
Enjoying little of life
Feeling you are missing the mark
A change in paths
Seems to be the key
An education, a job
Then a family
So off to college
In Douglasville
To learn a trade,
Perhaps a skill;
To educate others,
to join a profession;
The first in your family,
In the line of succession
-R2

Untitled Portrait #2 - Marcus Callaway
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I’ll Be Back - Scotty Parker
He’s Burnin’ Up His Minutes
We got a new guy on the construction crew last Monday.
We discovered he was a newlywed, he’s always late.
He’s always yawnin’ from not enough sleep
Up all night but wasn’t countin’ sheep
We figured he wouldn’t last very long
You couldn’t keep him off his cell phone
When we found out he’d only been married a month or so
All of us guys teased him and nicknamed him Romeo Joe
We won’t get enough work out of this boy
He’s like a kid with a brand new toy
We all knew he wouldn’t last very long
Cause he was always on his cell phone
Heck, there goes his phone again
He cups his hand over the receiver
We can all her him whisper
Can you hear me now?
What’d you say Hon, Oh Wow!
I’ll be home soon
Yea, probably about noon
Can you hear me now?
I can hear you now, wow.
- Nancy Glaze
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Metamorphosis
Butterfly,
On a windswept mourning,
A caterpiller died,
Didn’t get much warning.
In the sunrise,
The butterfly flies,
Time to dry those wet, wet wings.
Past the day star,
Butterfly flies far,
Onward to find new things.
I listened to what his good friends had to say,
And still I couldn’t see,
The wind I sowed turned to whirlwind,
I just thought I was being me.
Now I have my new wings,
I got some new friends, too,
My cocoon is a tattered, silken past,
Now there’s only new,
And you.
- Joe Spavone

Untitled - Ashley Smithwick
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Everyday Shards
Just as words can be the building blocks of poetry, so can fragments of objects become
visual art. Students of Humanities 191 have learned, mosaics are decorations consisting of
small pieces of stone, ceramic, shell, bone, or glass set into plaster or cement. The Byzantine culture in the city of Ravenna, in the first century B.C., had some of the most breathtaking examples of intricate and beautiful design. Using art foam tesserae and paperboard,
groups of students created their own mosaic tiles, several of which are depicted here.
- Alison Payne

Jessbritina: Lady of the Night - Heather Henry, Steven Sweatt, Shay Sweatt
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Saljenhaley - Salem Bryant, Hannah Ammazi, Jennifer Webb, Holley Wyatt
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The Poetry of Everyday Words
Call it “Collage Poetry” or “Found Poetry.” We like to call it “Ransom Poetry”
since it mimics the free form (if not the menace!) of a ransom note. The creative process
involves cutting choice words, phrases, or sentences from magazines, selecting them in
random handfuls, and devising a theme that would bring such overtly disconnected words
into a unified poetic expression. Equally important, the creative act also takes place in the
minds of the readers as they bring their own unique sense of integrity to the lines which the
poet/artist constructs. English 191 student Gwen Smith noted that she enjoyed the “experimental” nature of the project, and Ashley Cheeks added that it was interesting “to see where
I stood with my creativity.” We were all surprised to find that the building blocks of poetry
exist in the world all around us, if we only take time to notice.
–Alison Payne

A Land of Tofu - Jenny Dixon
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Back to School - Chasity Crowder
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Telling Our Stories - Deborah Fulford
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Breaking the Barrier - Ryan Rakestraw
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More Terrifying - Gwen Smith
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deadlines - Alison Payne
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A Love Letter - Quona Taylor
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Untitled - Ashley Cheeks
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Jump Into the Adventure - Trish Riley
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The Human Experience - Rob Martin
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Untitled Portrait #3 - Marcus Callaway

Hello
“Hello.” Softly purring, rumbles so low,
Goosebumps race across my skin,
head to toe.
When I hear that voice unexpectedly
on the phone.
That soft drawl, moving across, caressing
the words slowly.
Bringing to life a thousand memories of touches
just as soft, whisper soft.
Flushed face, speechless, words,
trapped in my throat.
What to say, how to reply?
Hearing that voice has done me in, again.
To remember the eyes
that goes with the voice;
Velvet on satin on silk,
roughness on smoothness on richness.
Remembered caresses, kisses, soft whispers.
Alive in the dark, in the past.
Rumble more; so slow, so low,
“Hello.”
- Salinda Pond
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Hmm
After being restless most of the night worrying about proper delivery of an annual
evaluation to a troubled employee, Pete awakes to the annoying beeping noise of his alarm
clock. Upon completing his standard morning routine, Pete is met at the front door by his
wife. His smile, a firm hug, and a kiss let Pete’s wife know he loves her. Backing his car
down the driveway Pete stops abruptly after noticing the neighbor’s morning newspaper
torn and scattered over the lawn. A scowl from Pete as he picks up the pieces quickly
changes the family dog’s demeanor from panting, prancing, and tail wagging, into a tucked
tail retreat to the dog house. Driving through the neighborhood, Pete and Mark, neighbors
and good friends, exchange a wave for the silent “good morning” greeting. Nearing the
intersection at the end of the neighborhood, the flashing blinker of a blue convertible informs Pete of the driver’s intent to turn the convertible left onto the frontage road.
Pete knows he is running behind schedule today and worries about possibly being
late; however, his morning coffee during the commute is a necessity. At the coffee shop, Pete
repeatedly looking at his wrist watch only places an exclamation point on his desire for the
hostess to hurry with his order. Now back on the road and trying to make up lost time, Pete
speeds along in the left-hand lane. Suddenly and without warning, a car in the right-hand
lane darts directly in front of Pete. Pete quickly swerves to avoid a collision. The cup of hot
coffee becomes a scalding spill in Pete’s lap. Without hesitation Pete raises his hand to
express his disapproval of the car handling skills by the other driver. A lengthy conversation
is summarized by Pete’s one finger salute.
Entering his office building Pete is obviously bothered by its presence and trying to
hide the huge coffee stain on his pants. A wink from the new girl working at the front desk
sends a rush of warmth through Pete’s body and recharges his self-esteem. The stain no
longer exists. While making his way to the elevator, Pete hears a colleague from down the
hall demanding Pete’s input about an idea. By pointing to his wrist watch and shaking his
head, Pete conveys the message he is late and does not have the time right now. Within the
last few steps of his office, Pete is approached by the troubled employee, Bob. Completely
out of character Bob smiles and gives an unfamiliar greeting, “good morning Pete.” Attempting to send a powerful message, Pete completely disregards the greeting and continues
walking. Silence fills the busy room.
Pete settles into his chair. Reflecting back on his morning events and the various
forms of communication used, Pete is now prepared to conduct Bob’s annual review. Pete’s
goal is to instill into Bob the point that communication expands far beyond the spoken
word. Furthermore, that Bob’s gestures toward other personnel are often misunderstood,
inappropriate, and disruptive to the operation.
Pete’s introduction to the evaluation with Bob progresses quickly to the important
issue. “Bob, Pete states, communication is a powerful tool, and good communication skills
are a key attribute employers are seeking in their employees. However, gestures and body
language remain the hardest to control and interpret. Although often silent, they send a
message loud and clear.” Pete continues.
- David Newton
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The Things Done for Love
When I’m watching movies Love I’m making up scenarios
What if that was you and I in Golden Eye
I would be James Bond and you my Dominique
I would rescue you then a love scene would commence
Sweet kiss on your lips
I’d be your Jedi your Knight of this Republic watching out for crazies
Naboo baby they can’t fade me
I’d be your Superman and you my Louis Lane
I’d be your Spiderman and you my Mary Jane
I’d be their to save you girl for you are my world
but without you I’m powerless
I’m Sleepless in Seattle
I would take over Troy and claim it as ours
I’d destroy Imhotep if that Mummy tried to harm you
Honey we would have a Drum line for our Dirty Dancing
After I take out all your Predators
So the Matrix can’t stop me
For I would walk the Green Mile
Cause if Romeo must Die then form the Cradle 2 the Grave
I would Dance with Wolves and Cast Away
I’m Coming to America
To be The One for you
- Benjamin Jenkins
Morning Moment
Shhh!
Listen
Do you hear?
It’s to quite you say
No!
You must listen
There! Did you hear?
Dew dropped off a leaf
The first ray of morning light
A gentle call of a bird
Coffee is good
Family still asleep
Gentle breeze
My world is waking
Thank you precious Father
For this moment.
- Ruthie Wheeler
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All Better Now - Sonya D. Cobb
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Packard Super-Eight with Cobwebs - Kyle Taylor

If we shadows have offended,
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumbered here
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream,
Gentles, do not reprehend,
If you pardon, we will mend.
And, as I am an honest Puck,
If we have unearned luck
Now to ‘scape the serpent’s tongue,
We will make amends ere long,
Else the Puck a liar call.
So, goodnight unto you all.
Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Robin shall restore amends.
Puck’s Closing
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Act V, Scene ii
William Shakespeare
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